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I found my perfect role back in 2019 when I was offered the head of projects role at a
software development company. I had previously been a project manager at a U.K. university
that managed an implementation and go-live date, yet most of my experience is as an
academic in the social sciences.

Despite not having any formal qualifications specifically related to project management, I
have always worked with education technology projects and initiatives either as an educator
or consultant.

Without describing a project manager’s role, as numerous sites detail the roles and
responsibilities quite well, the transition to head of projects was not difficult. The primary
difference was that I am now able to decide which projects align with the company’s mission
and which they ought to pursue. Other leadership responsibilities are now required, as I now
create my task list instead of being handed a project brief. I provide leadership and project
management expertise on several projects, including financials, programming, quality
matters, product development, and marketing. I am now accountable for strategic planning
relating to policies and budgets for the company, and in this act as a highly effective
business partner. In this think piece, I want to highlight some of the pros and cons of the
role as head of projects and the tools that supported my transition from academic and
project manager to head of projects.

The role

Sometimes referred to as the head of project management, head of portfolio management or
simply the head of projects, this role relates to how a team organises and manages groups of
related projects to achieve strategic goals efficiently. The benefit of having this role within
an organisation is that it helps balance and prioritise multiple tasks, supports the allocation
of resources, and ensures that projects are sustained at a macro level. The head of projects is
helpful because they can provide future thinking of business operations, which can help
identify areas that need improvement.

Pros and Cons
Pros Cons

Minimised Risks: Identify and mitigate risks before
they become issues.

Cost: Consider the hiring, training, software, and development
of new procedures.

Improved Speed of Project Completion:
Standardised processes lead to less time spent on
redundant tasks and less time for projects overall.

Resource Allocation: PPM requires resources that small
businesses may not have to spare.

Budget Alignment: Realistically outline costs using
data from current and previous projects.

Tough Decisions: Prioritisation means making many tough
decisions about many vital projects.

Optimized Resource Use: The portfolio view helps
you see what resources are available and needed
for new projects.

Removes PM Expertise: Standardised prioritisation
processes can reduce input from your managers on the
ground, who have intimate knowledge of day-to-day
activities.

Increased Project Success Rate: Standardised
practices better predict project output over time
and a better chance for success.

Time: Time is a valuable resource. Development and
implementation of PPM processes use time which may
otherwise be needed or spent elsewhere.

More Collaborative Teams: Creating a culture of
visible decision making leads to improved
communication and more cohesive teams.

Securing Executive Buy-In: It can be challenging to secure
executive buy-in on unproven processes when implementing
new PPM procedures.

Google Project Management: Professional Certificate
I undertook the Professional Certificate in Google Project Management to support the
external discussions with clients. Some of my thinking may be linked to my role being
exclusively software, but I did find the Google content far superior and increasingly relevant
to PMI’s PMBOK Guide. Although, I still refer to both from time to time. One of my biggest
challenges was leading projects in a remote setting with a team in India, where there are
language and time barriers to communication. Google’s certificate seems to address
managing some of this complex documentation, whereas PMI was somewhat more abstract.

In general, Google’s tools and templates ensured that I could communicate and lead on
projects with little or no disruption to a project plan or company strategy.

It took me around four months to complete, which I believe is reasonable to spend on
something so valuable.

The programme is designed for those starting a career in a project or experienced project
managers with no formal training. The content is primarily focused on ‘in demand skills’,
and I was aware that the teaching was modern and relevant.

For instance, I gained an immersive understanding of the skills needed in my role whilst
learning how to create adequate project documentation and artefacts when working with
remote teams. I was also able to top up my Agile and Scrum knowledge by completing peer-
reviewed assignments on real-world problem-solving scenarios. 

There are 140 hours of instruction, hundreds of practice-based assessment questions and
real-world project scenarios that have become critical in my workplace.

Google used a range of highly interactive content developed by highly professional programs
and project specialists that work at Google.

Skills that I gained: Creating risk management plans; Understanding process improvement
techniques; Managing escalations, team dynamics, and stakeholders; Creating budgets and
navigating procurement; Utilising project management software, tools, and templates;
Practicing Agile project management, with an emphasis on Scrum.

Credits
Although I have just submitted my PhD and have no desire to, there is an opportunity to use
the credits that you earn in this programme towards your degree. The programme states:

“Those planning to attend a degree program can utilise ACE

®

 recommendations, the
industry standard for translating workplace learning to college credit. Learners can earn a
recommendation of 9 college credits for completing the Project Management Certificate, the
equivalent of 3 college courses at the bachelor’s degree level.”

Google’s About us
“Project managers are natural problem-solvers. They set the plan and guide teammates, and
manage changes, risks, and stakeholders. Learn from Google employees whose foundations in
project management served as launchpads for their careers. Upon completion, you can directly
apply for jobs with Google and over 150 U.S. employers, including Walmart, Best Buy, and
Astreya. This program qualifies you for over 100 hours of project management education, which
helps prepare you for Project Management Institute Certifications like the globally-recognised
Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM)®. 75% of Google Career Certificate
Graduates in the United States report improving their career trajectory (e.g. new job or
career, promotion or raise) within six months of certificate completion.”

‘This article was written by Dr Ryan Thomas Williams’
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Manager at eMarspro, Talks About His
Company Challenges and Accomplishments
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Syed Qambar Ali on eMarspro’s Incredible Road to Success

Hey Syed, tell us a bit about your company’s background and
how long have you been in operations?
We started our operations back in 2019 from a very small room with limited access to almost
everything. But, we as a team were very concentrated & focused on what we were aiming for.
We are a benchmark for industry enthusiasts and are proud of what we do and serve.

eMarspro is now a leading eCommerce brand management and digital marketing agency
expanding its services into private label, wholesale, social media management,
eCommerce management, graphical designing, and digital and affiliate marketing. 

We are currently a team of 50+ consultants working hard with a unique approach to serving
the mutual cause of noble selling. We have around 45 multinational brands onboard with us.
As our head office is located in TX, most of our clientage belongs to the US, but we have our
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3 Ways to Design a Successful Morning for
You, No Matter What Time You Wake Up
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Everyone from Benjamin Franklin to The Wall Street Journal will tell you that early risers
have a greater chance of snagging business success. One study even suggested that morning
people just feel happier. But what if you don’t fall into the category of so-called “larks” who
easily fall asleep before midnight and enthusiastically rise before the sun, accomplishing a
ton before most people are coherent?

As it turns out, you’re still welcome to enter the race to success even if you despise the
dawn. Just ask billionaire Warren Buffett, who discredited the notion that an early wake-up
call is essential to productivity: “I will usually sleep eight hours a night … I have no desire
to get to work at 4 in the morning.”

If success doesn’t hinge on the hour you awaken, what is the true key to starting your day
right? Being the best version of yourself begins with doing what works for you — and doing
it consistently every morning.

The Keys to Creating a Consistent Morning Routine
CONTINUE READING
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How Can You Make the Recruiting Process
Faster?
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Did you know that the average time to fill a position is 42 days? However, this varies by
industry. Still, during that span, top talent may accept an offer elsewhere. And that means
you have to continue devoting resources to filling that opening. This puts more strain on
your current team as they have an additional workload.

But, there are some additional benefits to speeding up the recruitment process. It improves
the candidate experience, but this can also lead to higher acceptance rates. And it will put a
smile on the faces of your recruiters and leaders.

But, how can you make the recruiting process faster? Well, try out these ten strategies.

1. Enhance your job postings.
Let’s not mince words. Having a lot of unqualified applicants applying to your job openings
might be due to your job posting. So what makes an effective advertisement?
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